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temporal fine structure of t,he original signal and filter coefficients containing both the spectral characteristics and
spatial information of the stereo signal.

ABSTRACT
Bark-scale warped linear prediction [WLP] is a very potential core for a monophonic perceptual audio codec [2]. In the
current paper the WLP scheme is extended for processing
complex valued signals (CWLP). Three different methods of
converting a stereo signal to one complex valued signal are
introduced. The philosophy behind the coding scheme is to
integrate some aspects of modern wideband audio coding
(e.g. perceptuality and stereo signal processing) into one
computational element in order to find a more holistic and
economic way of processing.

2. WARPED LINEAR PREDICTION (WLP)

In forward linear prediction the estimate 2 ( n ) for the next
value of the sequence z ( n ) is a linear combination of the
previous values. The predictor given as
N

1. INTRODUCTION

is obviously equivalent to an FIR-filter. The a-coefficients
are the predictor coeficients that can be estimated from a
signal by using, e.g., the autocorrelation method 111.
As it is the case in ordinary real valued LPC-analysis,
the coefficients of a complex predictor may be solved from
a set of linear equations. The optimal coefficient vector a,
in matrix notation, (in MMSE sense) is given by

Most of the current wideband audio coding schemes use either transform coding or subband coding. LPC codecs are
considered to be inappropriate in coding music and other
non-speech audio because LPC is a source model of an excitation and a vocal tract, but an audio signal is typically
not produced by a single source. Nevertheless, several audio codecs based on multipulse LPC (MPLPC) have been
proposed (e.g. 1111). In addition, some hybrid codecs where
LPC is combined with subband methods and transform coding do exist.
The codec described in the current article utilizes warped
linear prediction where the spectral resolution approximates
the frequency representation of the human auditory system
151lI6lIl~l~
In most of the modern audio subband codecs there is a
separate perceptual model controlling bit allocation. The
WLP codec is an auditory model and therefore many functions of a separate auditory model are integrated in the core
of the codec. For instance, the quantization noise in the reconstructed signal has similar spectral shape to the masked
threshold of the signal 121. In addition, the LPC process produces sharper filters to model tonal than non-tonal signal
components.
In the current paper, the same codec is used to compress stereo signals. Three different methods of forming the
input signal are compared. The emphasis is on analyzing
the preservation of spatial information in the reconstructed
signal. It is shown that the WLP encoder both whitens
spectra and despatializes the stereo signal. It is sufficient
to transmit one signal containing a representation of the
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where T is the autocorrelation vector of the sequence and R
is the correlation matrix. Since R is hermitian or in the case
of a real valued sequence symmetric, there exist efficient
recursive algorithms (e.g. Levinson-Durbin algorithm) to
solve the Eq. 1.
For convenience, we consider a complex valued signal
c = z iy as a two-channel signal [z,y].Typically, the
two-sided spectrum of such signal is non-symmetric. Let us
have a complex valued signal such that it contains the same
sinusoidal component on both channels with a small interchannel delay d. A set of two-sided spectra are represented
in Fig. 2.
The signal is analytical in positions d = 2.5 and 7.5,i.e.,
the imaginary part is the Hilbert-transform of the real part
or vice versa. If the phase difference is d = n *pi, where
n E 2, the spectrum is symmetric. The frequency response
of an estimated filter is non-symmetric as well.
In our case the predicted sample value is not produced
from the previous samples as is the case of the conventional
LP but from the samples of a warped signal [8] 151. The
warped sequence is formed using the outputs of the first
order allpass filter chain shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: The bilinear frequency mapping from the frequency scale to the warped frequency scale as a function of
the coefficient A. The steepest part of a curve represents
the range of highest frequency resolution.

Figure 1: Spectra for a set of complex sinusoidal signals
with an interchannel phase difference d.
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Figure 4: General structures of the encoder and the decoder.
calculated by employing the following algorithm:

Figure 2: a.) A warped predictor. b.) A modified predictor
- suitable for recursive structures.

N

k=z

The value of X determines the frequency warping of the
system (see Fig. 3). If X = 0 the chain reduces to a chain
of unit delays and thus we have the conventional LPC. If
X = 0.723 [7] the frequency resolution follows the psychoacoustic Barkscale 191. If X is allowed to be complex
valued, a variety of different frequency resolutions can be
obtained. For example, we may adaptively focus the range
of best resolution to the frequency range where it is most
needed. However, the act of focusing is, again, one-sided in
frequency domain and hence it works optimally only in the
case of analytic signals.
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In Eq. 3, coefficients oi are the coefficients of the original
predictor structure in Fig. 2a. The common coefficient g in
the modified structure is given by
N
k=l

3. THECODEC

3.0.1. Complex valued signals
The encoder and the decoder based on the warped predictor
are illustrated in Fig. 2. Each signal frame is processed in
two phases. First, the filter parameters are estimated and
then the residual signal d is produced by the inverse filtering
process.
Since the predictor in Fig. 2a contains a delayless branch
a modified filter structure [4],shown in Fig. 2b is used instead. The a;-coefficients of the modified structure may be

Three different methods of forming complex valued signals
are considered.
i. A stereo-pair [Z,r]may be converted to a complex
valued signal c simply by c = r iZ = z iy. This is
called the direct form complex stereo signal.

+

+

ii. A joint stereo approach results a signal given by c =
r + I + i(r - 1 ) = z +iy. The components of the signal
are orthogonal. The direct form signal is rebuild by
c = (z y i ( 2 - y))/2.

+ +

'For the sample rate of 44.1 kHz
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By using Hilbert-transform 3t, it is possible to constuct an analytic signal with one-sided spectrum. In
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the right channel is mapped to the negative frequencies and the left to the positive frequencies. The direct form signal is given by
c = (z

+ X[y] +

Z(Z

Due to quantization, the channels leak in the case of method
i (Fig. 5) and also in using method ii. This results from
the fact that, in both methods, in the spectra of the complex
valued signals the channels are mixed so that components
belonging to originally separate channels may be very close
to each other.
However, in iii the channels are always separated (Fig.
5 . ) For instance, a component that appears only in the
left channel is only in the righthand side of the two-sided
spectrum of that complex signal.
Leakage between the channels may change the spatial
impression of the stereo signal. Therefore, the method iii
may be the best candidate.
In a stereo signal the.noise is masked if it is masked
in frequency, as in the case of monophonic signals, and
also spatially. Lowest Binaural Masking Level Dierence
[BMLD] is achieved if Interaural Time Difference [ITD] and
Interaural Level Diference [ILD] of the signal and the quantization noise N are equal [lo], i.e., the direction of noise
is the same as the direction of the signal. In the current
paper, I L D is the difference between total energies given
by I L D = 20 * l g ( x k l ~ / ~ k IrL~D)( f. ) is a level difference as a function of frequency. In Fig. 6 we have ITDhistograms (interchannel cross-correlation functions) for the
noise produced in the codec with methods i, ii and iii,
respectively. In N; and N;; there is a strong correlation corresponding to the same I T D = 0.23 m s as the signal, but
in N;,, due to leakage, there is also an annoying correlation
at ITD;; = -0.23ms. In Niii, as one could expect, the
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4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
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There are basically two different quantization geometries: Cartesian and polar quantization. In Cartesian quantization C the real and imaginary parts of a signal are quantized separately so that the reconstructed residual in the
decoder is E = Q[z] iQ[y]. In polar quantization P the
magnitude A and the angle 4 of a complex number are
quantized so that E = Q[A]e-iQ[6].
In the current paper, the quantization grid is typically
linear and C is used. In most cases, there is no significant
difference between the coding results in C and P .
To summarize, the input signal is a complex signal produced by one of the methods. The estimation process gives
complex valued inverse filter coefficients a;. The ni coefficients are calculated and a complex valued residual signal is
obtained by applying the filter to the original signal. The
residual and the coefficients are quantized and transmitted to the receiver where the signal is rebuild. Coefficient
quantization is not discussed in the current paper.
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Figure 5: Top: A stereo signal containing two tones. Middle: reconstructed signal (method iii and 2-bit C) Bottom:(method i and 2-bit C)

noise channels are not correlated and therefore, in terms of
ITD, the noise is uniformly spread in the space.
Preliminary listening tests show that if the only difference between the two channels is I T D , the method i might
be the best choice. However, in binaural listening I T D
works as a cue only at low frequencies. Experiments with
I L D show (Fig. 7 ) that ILDs of the original signal (symbol
'+') are transmitted to the quantization noise in iii, but
in i the level differencies vary randomly. The ii appears
to be the worst method.
The whitening process of LPC has an especially interesting feature in the case of the method iii. In estimating
the parameters of a two-sicled spectrum it, by the same
price, estimates the I L D ( f ) of the stereo signal. Therefore,
the inverse filter both whitens the spectra and despatializes
the stereo signal. As a result, if the estimation process were
successful, the residual is a white noise signal with two almost identical channels [ l ,.]I Hence, a significant amount
of bit-rate reduction is achieved by transmitting only one,
i.e., real valued, residual channel. As a first guess, the mean
of the channels was used, i.e, s = (z + y)/2. For some typical music material the quality of the reproduced signal is
almost as good as in the case of two residual streams. However, for some material the apparent direction of source is
changed, e.g., a sound source in the left hemisphere may
move slightly towards the center.
5. DISCUSSION

Complex valued WLP appears to be a potential starting
point in developing a new stereo audio codec. However,
the current version of the codec is structurally a simple
schoolbook example of a LPC. The parameters are estimated in a fixed rectangular window without overlapping
and there is no interpolation between the coefficients of
adjacent frames. Thus, there are disturbing transients at
frame boundaries. Quantization method is direct linear
quantization with frame-based scalefactors. It is quite prob-
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Figure 6: Interchannel cross-correlation functions for quantization noise in the case of a narrow band of noise with
an ITD of 10 samples (0.23 ms if fs = 4 4 . 1 k N t ) . Top:i
Midd1e:ii Bottom:iii

Figure 7: ILD of the original signal (’+’). Solid curves represent the the ILD’s of pure quantization noise in methods
i, ii and iii.
7. REFERENCES

able, that an adaptive quantization or a form of vector
quantization might be a better choice. The usage of proper
error feedback techniques would enhance the performance
of codec. There are several efficient variants of linear prediction (e.g. CELP or Multi-Pulse LP (MPLPC)) that
could be adopted to the WLP scheme. Recently, MPLPC
has been applied to audio coding with promising results
[111,[121.
As shown above, the estimation process extracts spectral information of the both channels and the I L D ( f ) of
the channels. What is left in the two-channel residual is
a representation of the temporal fine structure of the signals and the I T D . I T D is a set of time shifts between the
residual signals. It is a feasible task to model I T D of the
residuals, because the residual signal is almost white noise.
The bit-rate of the current version of the codec for
44.1 k H z stereo material is approximately 128 kbitsls, but
the quality of the reproduced signal is in most cases worse
than CD-quality. Fortunately, there are many known methods to enhance the performance of the codec and reduce the
gross bi t-rate.
The frequency representation in the codec, due to the
characteristics of the 1st order allpass filters, follows very
closely the psychoacoustic Bark-scale. Unfortunately, the
critical band rate scale (Bark-scale) is based on incorrect
assumptions about the characteristics of auditory percep-,
tion [13]. Hence, the resolution in the current codec is insufficient at low frequencies. The future work will involve
the usage of ERB-resolution warping in the coding process.
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